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ABSTRACT
Iterative voting is a social choice mechanism whereby voters
are allowed to continually make strategic changes to their
stated preferences until no further change is desired. We
study the iterative voting framework for several common
voting rules and show that, for these rules, an equilibrium
may never be reached. We also consider several variations
of iterative voting and show that with these variations equi-
librium likewise may not be reached. Finally, we present
an empirical analysis of the quality of candidates elected
through iterative voting.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The topic of voting, that is, how to aggregate diverse in-

dividual preferences into a collective decision, is of great
importance in many automated agent scenarios; it has thus
been the topic of much research in multiagent systems. One
innovative voting model that was recently proposed is that
of iterative voting [3]. Classic voting protocols terminate
with the announcement of a winner following a single round
of ballot submission; in iterative voting, on the other hand,
as long as some voter wishes to change their vote, they may
do so (when multiple voters wish to change their votes si-
multaneously, an arbitrary voter is chosen). The process
terminates when no voter wishes to change their vote.

Iterative voting thus embraces the inevitable manipulabil-
ity of voting, and considers agents’ uniform ability to vote
strategically as a collective opportunity. But in addition to
being an intriguing method for reaching consensus, iterative
voting has been proposed as a formal solution concept for
voting games. Standard Nash equilibria are of limited util-
ity in voting scenarios in which the group outcome is gener-
ally robust to changes in any single voter’s action. The set
of iterative voting equilibria, however, is a subset of Nash
equilibria, and in particular those iterative voting equilib-
ria reachable from the truthful profile could be considered a
more natural (or meaningful) solution concept.
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The most salient questions regarding iterative voting thus
have two interpretations. Regarding iterative voting as a
method for reaching consensus: does the process terminate?
And does it arrive at “good” conclusions? In parallel, re-
garding iterative voting as a solution concept: do solutions
exist? And what is their “price of stability/anarchy”?

2. CYCLICITY
We consider the convergence of several common non-scoring

voting rules under the following iterative dynamics.
BR: An ordered pair of profiles is in the best response

dynamic if the preferences of all voters but one are identi-
cal; the voter whose preferences change prefers the outcome
of the second profile to that of the first profile; and of all
possible changes to his preferences, the outcome under the
second profile is preferred at least as much as the outcome
under any other possible change.

TOP: In this dynamic, a changed vote necessarily assigns
the candidate which the voter will make the winner the top
spot in the new preference order. In many of the voting rules
we consider (and in any weakly-monotone rule) this dynamic
is a subset of the best-response dynamic, and, indeed, it
generalizes the dynamic used in [3].

TB: This dynamic requires the new winner to be at the
top of the new ballot, and the previous winner to be at the
bottom. While in many scoring rules (e.g., plurality and
veto) this is a subset of best response moves (and general-
izes those used in [2, 5]), this is not true in general, and
particularly in the voting rules we study in this work.

KT: This dynamic restricts best response to those moves
with minimum Kendall-Tau distance from the previous vote.

SWAP: This restrictive dynamic, allows only changes of
a single adjacent swap (a new vote is of a KT distance of
one from the previous vote; a notion referred to as a ‘swap’
in the literature on bribery).

The following result establishes that neither best response
iterative voting nor any of the four variations on iterative
voting can be guaranteed to converge for a number of well-
studied voting rules; see [1, 4].

Theorem 1. Maximin, Copeland, Bucklin, STV, Second
Order Copeland, and Ranked Pairs with linear order tie-
breaking do not converge under BR, TOP, TB, KT or SWAP.

3. QUALITY
In this section, we present simulations of best-response-

iterative voting for the six rules we have studied. Simula-
tions were run for each rule with four candidates and both
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ten voters and twenty five voters. 10,000 initial (truthful)
profiles were sampled uniformly. Each profile evolved under
best response dynamics and was run to completion (or detec-
tion of a cycle) 20 times. Each step was made by uniformly
sampling a voter and a best-response move.

For all of the rules, cycles occur quite rarely; see Table 1.
So although we have shown that all these rules can cycle,
the frequency with which they do is very low.

Number of
Cycles

Initial winner
re-selected

Maximin 10 180 (0.09%) 28,244 (14.12%)
Maximin 25 55 (0.03%) 19,036 (9.52%)
Copeland 10 1132 (0.57%) 34,641(17.32%)
Copeland 25 107 (0.05%) 23,540 (11.77%)
Bucklin 10 545 (0.27%) 33,932 (16.97%)
Bucklin 25 191 (0.10%) 34,834 (17.42%)

STV 10 79 (0.04%) 10,518 (5.26%)
STV 25 25 (0.01%) 13,777 (6.89%)
SOC 10 943 (0.47%) 33,715 (16.86%)
SOC 25 110(0.06%) 22,607 (11.30%)

Ranked Pairs 10 226 (0.11%) 26,493 (12.25%)
Ranked Pairs 25 40 (0.02%) 17,967 (8.98%)

Table 1: Statistics of the 200,000 Paths.

The rarity of cycles suggest that perhaps iterative voting
could be considered even with these rules and best response
dynamics. In the rare case of a cycle, the situation could be
deferred to a cycle-breaking rule. The election could be run
again, or a profile within the cycle (or an outcome among the
cycle’s outcomes) could be randomly chosen, for instance.

With regard to the quality of the outcomes, first note
that quite often iterative voting leads to the original out-
come. Many such instances are the result of original profiles
which are non-manipulable. But many are also the result
of manipulations, whose equilibrium reverted to the original
winner; see Table 1 with respect to the latter.

Next, we assess the change in Borda score and Condorcet
efficiency. The change between the Borda score of the orig-
inal winner (in the original profile) and the Borda score of
the equilibrium winner (in the original/truthful profile) is
shown in Table 2.

With regard to Condorcet efficiency, we consider, for each
of the 10,000 profiles (of which a Condorcet Winner existed
in 4764 and 8413, respectively), whether the CW is selected
by the voting rule, and whether it is selected in equilib-
rium. The latter is presented in Table 2 in terms of efficiency
(out of 10,000) after aggregating equilibria over non-cycling
paths.

Of the two rules that are not Condorcet consistent, Buck-
lin and STV actually improve their efficiency under iterative
voting. These two rules also fared well under Borda criteria,
suggesting that iterative Bucklin and iterative STV could be
considered improvements on their static counterparts.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that for a number of common non-scoring

voting rules, iterative voting under best response dynamics
does not always converge. Even after restricting the dynam-
ics to allow voters only limited changes to their ballots—

Percent
increase of
avg. BS

Initial
winner
is CW

Equi-
librium
winner
is CW

Maximin 10 -0.84 4764 0.47
Maximin 25 -0.34 8413 0.82
Copeland 10 -0.48 4764 0.47
Copeland 25 -0.10 8413 0.81
Bucklin 10 2.10 3717 0.45
Bucklin 25 2.19 4461 0.58

STV 10 0.40 4610 0.47
STV 25 0.32 7795 0.83
SOC 10 -0.46 4764 0.47
SOC 25 -0.17 8413 0.81

Ranked Pairs 10 -0.40 4764 0.47
Ranked Pairs 25 -0.35 8413 0.82

Table 2: Borda Score and Condorcet Efficiency at
Equilibrium

whether by constraining the positioning of affected candi-
dates, or by prioritizing minor ballot changes—they still do
not always converge.

On the other hand, we have shown empirically that cy-
cles occur quite infrequently for all these rules. Given the
sparsity of cycles and the possibility of detecting and over-
coming them, it would seem that best response iterative
voting could be considered even for rules that do not always
converge. The quality of the outcome of iterative voting is
never much worse, and sometimes better, than non-iterative
voting.
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